
 
 

SACRAMENTO AREA SEWER DISTRICT 
 

Answers to RFB Questions 
 

TO THE PROSPECTIVE BIDDERS UNDER RFB NO. 8322 
FOR 

GROUNDWATER INFILTRATION REDUCTION PROJECT 
 

1. Question: Will the District provide water for line cleaning at no cost to the Contractor? 
Answer: No, SASD will not provide water for main line or lateral cleaning. 
 

2. Question: Will the District provide a location to dump material removed from the lines at no 
cost to the Contractor? 
Answer: No, SASD will not provide the location to dump any material removed from the main 
lines or lower laterals. 
 

3. Question: SP-09 CCTV Inspection, page 7 says that it is NOT a requirement for an SDSD 
Approved contractor to do the CCTV work, but Section 1.04 Submittals, Item 11, page 12 says 
the post CCTV IS to be done by an approved contractor.  Please clarify  
Answer: An addendum will be issued to have SP-09 read,  
“The Contractor shall complete pre and post grout CCTV inspections of all pipelines. The pre 
grout CCTV shall be completed immediately before grouting the joints after the pipeline is 
cleaned in accordance with these specifications. The pre grout CCTV inspection will not be 
submitted. 
 
The post grout CCTV shall be completed after all joints and main line taps have been grouted. 
The post grout CCTV recording shall be completed in Granite.net in latest version and in 
accordance with applicable sections of 333 Television Inspection in the SASD Standards and 
Specifications dated July 24, 2013, Version 2.0 with the following exceptions: 
 

A. Node inspections are not required.” 
 
The post grout CCTV inspections will be submitted to SASD for review and approval.” 

 
4. Question: SP-011 Cleaning of Lower Laterals, say clean all lower laterals IF cleanout is found.  

Just to verify – cleaning of the lower lateral is to be done from the cleanout only? 
Answer: An addendum will be issued to have SP-011 read, 
“The contractor shall clean lower laterals that have roots, grease, or debris that prevents the 
testing and grouting of the lateral at the main line tap. The laterals that will require cleaning will 
be identified during the pre grout main line CCTV inspection. 
 
Unless the contractor has the capability to clean from the main line, an SASD cleanout is needed 
to perform the cleaning of the lateral.” 
 



5. Question: Can you provide a basic breakdown of pipe sizes?  I know the project is 6”-10”, but 
how much of each – 70% 6”, 20% 8”, 10% 10”?  
Answer: See table below for the breakdown of the pipe sizes and lengths. 
 

Pipe Size Length % 

6 8991 65% 

8 1951 14% 

10 2935 21% 

Total 13877 100% 

 


